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Property graphs are useful

- Graph database products help in conceptual modeling
  - Mostly (e.g., Neo4j) node properties are not strongly typed
  - Model does not result in a corresponding relational database
  - A standard Graph Query Language is forthcoming
- We construct the relational database at the same time
  - Helps bridge the conceptual gap for app development
  - If models are in the database, all developers can agree
- Creating a Typed Graph Model by instances
  - Design by example: create the concepts incrementally
  - Repeating Patterns
- We believe it is useful to add the graphical support directly to the relational database management system

The Typed Graph Model
Property Graphs vs SQL

- The SQL programming model is well known
- Most organisations have an RDBMS so it avoids having a separate product and support team
- Enable SQL queries to process graph data
- Graph matching is often a useful shortcut
- The forthcoming GQL standard will be compatible with SQL/PGQ
- With a lot of work, we can do graphical things in SQL, but let’s make it easier..
An example: graph creation

```
[CREATE
 (Person {name:'Fred Smith'})
 <-[Child]-
 (Person {name:'Pete Smith'}),
 (a)-[Child]->
 (Person {name:'Mary Smith'})
 -[Child]->
 (Person {name:'Lee Smith'})]
```
Using MATCH on existing data

MATCH (P {name:'Pete Smith'})
  P.name='Peter Smith'
MATCH (P {name:'Mary Smith'})

MATCH and CREATE
MATCH and CREATE

This combination is used a lot!

```
MATCH
(a:Person {name:'Mary Smith'})
CREATE (a)-[:Child]->
(:Person {name:'Bill Smith'})
```

Repeating patterns
Repeating patterns

- We can get all descendants of Peter Smith by allowing iteration on the Child edge

MATCH ({name:'Peter Smith'}) [()-[:Child]->()]+( {name:D})]
Altering the Graph Schema

Improving the Child relation

SET ROLE PS

ALTER TABLE Child TO ChildOf
ALTER TABLE ChildOf ALTER LEAVING TO Parent
ALTER TABLE ChildOf ALTER ARRIVING TO Child
ALTER TABLE Person ADD PRIMARY KEY (name)
Visualizing the graph

A more real-life design
An Example ERP database

- A commercial enterprise buys parts and products
- Resells and/or creates products from parts (not working from raw materials)
Graph visualization
Conclusions

- This merging of TGM with relational technology allows graph-oriented data manipulation and queries.
- The forthcoming Graph Query Language standard GQL (ISO 39075) should be compatible with the ideas presented here.
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